March 23 - Monday

- Expression technologies and experimental design
- RNA-Seq intro, fastqc, & trimming (corrected)
  - Strandedness biology paper
- Sample Sequencing Report
- Linux review
- Linux / R Comparison
- Alignment Introduction
- Script templates
- VIDEOS
  - Morning Lecture (Unfortunately the video is bad, but audio is okay)
  - Afternoon Lecture

March 24 - Tuesday

- Sample Tracking
- Alignment, Visualization & Counts
- GFFreview-corrected
- QC and Normalization
- Data 1
- VIDEOS
  - Morning Lecture (Ignore the first hour)
  - Afternoon Lecture

March 25 - Wednesday

- Starting Practice
- Statistical Analysis lecture corrected
- Venn Diagrams lecture
- Data_25mar15.zip
- VIDEOS
  - Morning Lecture (Ignore the first hour)
  - Afternoon Lecture

March 26 - Thursday

- Heatmaps
- WGCNA
- Annotation (updated 1)
• Data_26mar15.zip
• Data_26mar15_updated1.zip
• RNA-Seq Series Evaluation
• VIDEOS
  • Morning Lecture (Unfortunately the video is bad, but audio is okay)
  • Afternoon Lecture